CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
A simile is a figure of speech which one thing is compared to
something else which connected by the words like or as, the purpose to give
an interest information and build good impression in the mind of reader
through comparison. However not all sentences contain the word ―like‖ or
―as‖ are similes. It must be examined the two things compared are different
thing or not, the simile is comparison between two items that different in
literal meaning but have similarity.
Based on the result data analysis and finding, the research question
had been answered. The research question of this research was, what are the
simile marker found on O Henry short story ―The Ransom of Red Chief,
The Little Match Girl and The Gift of The Magi‖?. The second research
question What are the meaning of simile expression in O Henry short story
―The Ransom of Red Chief, The Little Match Girl and The Gift of The
Magi‖. The researcher found 9 data were classification as simile. There were
8 data using marker like, there all of data using marker like based on
Granger and Meunier. The researcher were found 1 data using marker as.
B. Suggestion
Simile was an important thing to study by student especially in college
in case of face the future as a people which have more knowledge in
English. Meanwhile, for college students, this researcher finding would
useful for them in adding their knowledge about simile, the marker and the

use of simile itself. Since, college students would studied about translation
and linguistic. This research would give an information that O Henry short
story was a good story that could use by them as a media in teaching
learning process. In addition, the researcher only did the research on
analyzing the marker.

